SW AVALON WAY

EXISTING BUS STOP
RELOCATED FARTHER NORTH
ROUTES: 21, 55, 773

BUS ONLY LANE: M-F, 6-10 AM
PARKING: ALL OTHER TIMES
2HR 10AM-6PM MON-FRI
7AM-6PM SAT

BUS ONLY LANE: M-F, 6-10 AM
PARKING: ALL OTHER TIMES
2HR 10AM-6PM MON-FRI
7AM-6PM SAT

PUBLIC STORAGE

ALKI AUTO REPAIR

OLA SALON

PET CARE CENTER

DUOS

30 MIN LOAD/UNLOAD
7AM-6PM

30 MIN LOAD/UNLOAD
7AM-6PM

RapidRide Stop

Routes: 21, 773, C Line

MATCH LINE - SEE SHEET 1

MATCH LINE - SEE SHEET 3
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